
Celebrating the people  
who make Imperial

Diverse
@Imperial



Imperial is committed  
to promoting and 

embedding equality and 
diversity throughout the 

College. We believe that creating 
an inclusive culture that supports 

and advances equality for all of our 
staff and students will help us to 

achieve excellence and make sure that 
everyone in Imperial has the opportunity  

to develop their potential to the full.

This exhibition celebrates the diversity of our 
community and recognises the people and networks 

who are working to improve equality and inclusion  
for all staff and students.

Equality 
at Imperial

At Imperial, we are fortunate to be able to work  
and study among people from a huge range of 
backgrounds, cultures, faiths and ages. Our friends 
and colleagues might live and love in different ways, 
but together, we make Imperial.



Professor Stephen Curry became Imperial’s first Assistant 
Provost for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in October 2017. 
Stephen supports work at the College to foster an 
inclusive environment for everyone and is responsible 
for engaging not just with the senior leadership team, 
but staff and students across College to help lead 
appropriate and necessary cultural change. 

In Diverse@Imperial week, we want to 
celebrate our successes, but we should 
always challenge ourselves to do better, 
so that we can create a truly inclusive 
environment where diversity  
can thrive. 

Professor Stephen Curry

 As part of our commitment 
to equality and diversity at 

Imperial, and following on 
from recent surveys and work  

on our institutional culture, we  
are developing a new strategy to 

address the challenges that we face  
as a community. 

This requires us to look outwards to ensure 
that we are engaging proactively with changes 

in society, and inwards to create a working 
environment where staff and students at 
all levels of the College feel able to take 
on the shared responsibility to promote 
diversity. These ambitions are reflected 
in the Imperial Diversity Pledge to:

• Identify and address any  
barriers faced in education,  
career opportunities, personal 
development and promotion
• Create a culture where all staff and 
students feel valued, respected and 
enjoy full equality of opportunity
• Monitor our progress toward the 
achievement of our pledge  
and publish the results.

Leading change
Professor Stephen Curry



I appreciate any organisation or individual people  
who sincerely make an effort to promote harmony 
between humanity, and particularly harmony 
between the various religions. I consider it  
very sacred work and very important work. 

The Dalai Lama

From Atheism to 
Zoroastrianism, Imperial is 

a diverse community of many 
religious and philosophical 

beliefs and world views. 

We all have a world view that includes 
our ideas and beliefs but also our 

emotions, our sense of self and body, 
culture, language, and relationships. 

Based at the South Kensington Campus, the 
Chaplaincy Multi-Faith Centre promotes deep 

conversations and hosts regular meetings for 
student groups from different faith and philosophical 

backgrounds at Imperial. The Centre also provides a 
confidential place to explore faith and find support for 

personal issues, as well as well-being services including 
mindfulness and meditation.

Start your own faith network

If you would like to use the Multi-Faith Centre to start your own faith network 
to connect with members of the Imperial community who share your faith,  

visit the Chaplaincy website or get in touch at chaplaincy@imperial.ac.uk.
www.imperial.ac.uk/chaplaincy

 Chaplaincy: 
Multi-Faith Centre

Students from the Hindu Society celebrating Holi



We’re lucky to be in a country where LGBTQ+ rights have come 
a long way, and in a city known for its inclusiveness. But that 
doesn’t take away the need for our LGBTQ+ staff to feel 
that they are supported in being themselves at work. 
That’s why one of our main aims is to work with senior 
leaders at the College to ensure that we maintain  
an inclusive culture, for example, by supporting 
the improvement of our policies and practices  
to ensure they are LGBTQ+ inclusive. 

Caz Ulley, Co-Chair of Imperial 600

Imperial 600 was 
established to support 

lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender staff at the College 

over ten years ago. The network’s 
name reflects the estimation that 

around 10% of the UK population is 
LGBTQ – in 2006, this equalled 600 of 

Imperial’s 6,000 members of staff.

Today, Imperial 600 is an active staff network, 
welcoming LBHTQ+ staff, postgraduate students 

and straight allies. 

Imperial 600 supports the creation of an inclusive culture  
at Imperial by:

• Organising social events for LGBTQ+ staff and allies

• Signposting relevant wellbeing services

• Supporting the improvement of College policies and practices  
to ensure they are LGBTQ+ inclusive

• Providing a confidential point of contact for staff to raise issues or  
to discuss any concerns they may have in relation to LGBTQ+ issues

Imperial 600 is also part of a collaborative network with counterparts at LSE, UCL 
and King’s College London, known as LUKI, which provides even more opportunities 

for members to connect with like-minded people working in higher education.

Find out more about Imperial 600 
Visit www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/staff-networks/imperial-600

Staff Networks: 
Imperial 600 



 Staff Networks: 
Able@Imperial

Able@Imperial is the 
College’s newest staff 

network. Its work reflects 
Imperial’s developing activities 

and efforts to support members of 
our community affected by disability 

or mental health issues.

Able aims to promote a positive culture 
around disability at Imperial, where staff feel 

comfortable to declare a disability, and to help 
the College meet its own equality objectives 

related to disability.

Able also works to:

•  Provide a forum for the development of new and existing  
policies and procedures

•  Create a safe space for staff to discuss issues relating  
to disability in the workplace

•  Set the priorities for internal campaigning around disability

•  Spread the word about work on disability across College

•  Encourage greater representation of disabled staff in  
all aspects of College life

•  Establish networking opportunities for personal and professional development

Able@Imperial is open to all disabled staff, staff who support disabled  
dependents and to staff who have an interest in disability in the workplace.

Find out more about Able@Imperial 
Visit www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/staff-networks/able-at-imperial

Disability Awareness is accepting and understanding that not 
everyone is the same and not every disability is visible. 
Promoting equality and a diverse workforce, Able is here 
to support all College staff with disabilities by helping 
to remove barriers that prevent the individual 
reaching their full potential at work. 

Lisa Phillips, Co-Chair of Able@Imperial



Imperial as One is an 
advisory group made  

up of black and minority 
ethnic (BME) staff to help set 

priorities and advise the College, 
particularly by examining customs, 

practice and traditions at Imperial and 
identifying how these impact staff.

Imperial as One works to support and 
promote an inclusive workplace culture 

founded on respect, opportunity, unity, 
transparency and equality. It will continually tackle 

and manages issues of racism, discrimination, fear 
and prejudice. Imperial as One was recognised in 2008 

for its work with a Rector’s Award for Equality Excellence.

Find out more about Imperial 600 
Visit www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/staff-networks/imperial-as-one

 Staff Networks: 
Imperial as One 

Over the next year our ambition for the network is to  
increase membership numbers, to host internal and 
external events to raise the network’s profile and  
to gain recognition for championing a positive  
approach to equality and diversity at Imperial.  
We want to highlight what a great employer  
Imperial is in helping to make this change. 

Justine Lesforis, Co-Chair of Imperial as One



What is an active bystander?
An active bystander is someone who not only witnesses a situation, but takes steps  
that can make a difference by using strategies for intervention known as the four Ds: 

direct action, distraction, delegation, delay.

Many individuals with problematic attitudes and behaviours are likely to think  
their behaviour is normal if no one confronts it. Some people might not care that  
their behaviour causes harm to others, but others might not even realise its impact.

By tackling unacceptable behaviour, it’s possible to encourage people to rethink  
their behaviour. Working collectively, we can bring about change and create a safe  
and supportive community for all. 

Active Bystanders:  
Empowering our community

The Active Bystander Workshop has been developed to empower staff  
and students at Imperial to identify and challenge negative behaviours  
and bring about cultural change. This training has also been adopted  
by the Imperial College Union and is available to students.

Learn more about the Active Bystander workshop
Download training materials and read success stories on the Faculty  

of Engineering website.

www.imperial.ac.uk/engineering/staff/human-resources/active-bystander

I feel that it has allowed my team to have a voice and 
not be intimidated to tackle issues or situations. Staff 

feel empowered by this and know that if something isn’t 
acceptable then it needs to be raised.

Feedback on the Active Bystander workshop from a Senior Manager 
at Imperial



What is liberation?
The term ‘liberation’ started 

in movements which sought 
equal rights and recognition  

for groups of people. Liberation 
recognises that particular groups 

can only gain equal rights and 
opportunities through fundamental 

shifts in society.

Historical liberation movements, which 
include civil rights, women’s liberation, disability 

rights campaigns and gay liberation fronts, have  
a huge impact on the lives of Imperial students 

every day. These movements have helped make 
today’s society more inclusive and have transformed 

public attitudes towards gender, disability and race.

However, there is still work to be done. The Union’s  
Liberation Officers are here to advocate change and work  

for equality of opportunity for all Imperial students.

www.imperialcollegeunion.org/your-union/your-representatives/ 
liberation-zones 

Imperial College Union:
Liberation zones

Imperial College Union’s nine Liberation Officers work to  
make the voice of students from across the College heard 
through campaigning and representation.

Each Liberation Officer coordinates a Liberation Zone, 
covering everything from gender equality and the 
environment, to disability, mental health, religion 
and faith and the environment.

Liberation officers give underrepresented 
groups a pathway for self-advocacy in our 
community. Their work can be a driving 
force to dismantle inequality wherever it 
exists and change our shared culture. 
They are central to our values of 
inclusivity, and supporting all  
of our students to realise their 
full potential. 

Fintan O’Connor,  
Deputy President (Welfare), 
Imperial College Union



Maintaining good mental health should be treated exactly  
as physical health, yet people still consider struggling with 
mental health to be a personal weakness. Tackling this 
belief is what mental health liberation is all about, in 
order to create a culture where everyone is supported 
to achieve their full potential. 

Ariana Sadr-Hashemi, Mental Health Officer

For us in STEM it’s just as important to tackle 
discussions around race, ethnicity and 
cultural difference as it is for those in 
humanities and social sciences. We’re 
very fond of calling ourselves a ‘global 
university’, but the challenge is 
being able to truly reflect that. 

Chimdi Igwe, Black & Minority  
Ethnic Students Officer

Liberation Officers are 
elected annually by the 

entire study body and perform 
their role alongside their studies 

for one year. Each of the nine 
Officers coordinate a specific 

Liberation Zone, however, they also 
work together to raise awareness of 

intersectionality between different groups, 
building momentum to address issues 

affecting students across College.

Imperial College Union: 
Your Liberation Officers

Chimdi Igwe
Black & Minority Ethnic  

Students Officer
icu-bme@imperial.ac.uk

Connor Qiu
Campaigns Officer

icu-campaigns@imperial.ac.uk

Hisham Abdel Aty
Disabilities Officer

icu-disabilities@imperial.ac.uk

Rhidian Thomas
Ethics and Environment Officer

icu-environmental@ 
imperial.ac.uk

Anna Wilson
Gender Equality Officer

icu-gender-equality@ 
imperial.ac.uk

Adil Ali
Interfaith Officer

icu-interfaith@ 
imperial.ac.uk

Rana Khan
International Officer

international.students@ 
imperial.ac.uk

Alessio Incitti
LGBT+ Officer

icu-lgbt@imperial.ac.uk

Ariana Sadr-Hashemi
Mental Health Officer

icu-mentalhealth@imperial.ac.uk

www.imperialcollegeunion.org/your-union 
/your-representatives/liberation-zones



Our diverse history

IMPERIAL DURING THE WORLD WARS

Imperial, along with its staff and students, has always been aware that 
science is a global issue. To continue our mission to create the best 
science, in the best environment, we maintain that scientists and 
their organisations must work together in both favourable and 
adverse conditions. Conflicts have proved this point.

During World War One, approximately 50 refugee students from 
Belgium, France and Russia were able to study at Imperial with 
reduced fees and accommodation.

Imperial supported many refugees fleeing from Nazi Germany 
and during World War Two, several members of staff took 
refugee scientists into their homes and sent letters of 
support to funding bodies and employers.

Many of the people known as refugees were at some 
points classified by the government as aliens, some 
as enemy aliens, and sometimes interned. Imperial 
had to follow to government rules to allow 
refugees to study and work at the College, 
which included asking specific questions 
such as their reason for coming to Britain 
and their source of financial support.

Fortunately, rules were relaxed as 
the war went on and refugee staff 
and students were released from 
internment and a ban on their 
attending the campus lifted.

During World War One, Professor W.E Dalby (1862–
1936) supported Professor Hubert from Engineering 
Department of the University of Liege in Belgium. 

Dalby persuaded the College’s governing body to 
pay Hubert a fee of £100 for a course of lectures 

at Imperial during the academic session 1914-15 

Professor Friedrich Adolf Paneth (1887–
1958) was an Austrian-born chemist from the 

University of Königsberg in Germany. When Hitler’s 
National Socialist Party took power in Germany, 

Paneth decided to remain in Britain following a lecture 
tour due to his part-Jewish background and vocal 

opposition to Nazism. His work was accommodated in 
Imperial’s chemistry labs and partly funded by a programme 

for refugees from the chemical firm, ICI.

An aerial photograph of the Imperial campus from the years following World War Two

A list of interview questions to be asked  
of students and staff considered ‘non-

enemy aliens’ during World War Two.



Our diversity in numbers
This data provides a snapshot of the diversity 

of staff at Imperial. It helps us to understand 
our workforce, examine policies and practices, 

identify issues and better support our community.

of staff have declared  
a religion or belief

34.7% 

of staff have a declared disability

4.0% 

of staff are black, Asian or from 
other minority ethnic backgrounds

24.3% 

of staff are female

44.7% 
of staff are male

55.3% 

members of staff8,300 

The average age of staff is 40

40 years old
nationalities

118

of staff have declared that  
they identify as LGB+

2.7% 



If I were the 
Provost for a 

day, I’d increase 
the number of 

scholarships for 
overseas students. 

Who inspires you? Nature itself! What  
we know is dwarfed by what we don’t  

yet know – there are so many things are 
waiting to be discovered.

When did you realise you wanted to be a 
scientist? I was a curious kid who was asking lots 

of questions to my parents in order to understand 
nature better. Given that a scientist is also a person 

who is always asking and addressing the question 
‘why’, it was obvious an obvious career path for me.

If you could give your younger self one piece of advice,  
what would it be? Keep wondering and questioning – it is  

key to opening doors to big discoveries.

If you were the College Provost for a day, what one thing would you 
do to make Imperial more diverse and inclusive? I would increase the 

number of scholarships available for the overseas students. Wouldn’t  
it be nice to have more people from all around the world at Imperial?

What are you reading at the moment? Research papers! As a second  
year PhD student, I don’t have many options.

Deniz Pirincci Ercan
Francis Crick Institute, Second Year PhD Student



Only 28% of 
STEM researchers 

are women, so hats 
off to all the warriors 

who are breaking 
stereotypes. 

Who inspires you? All the women in 
STEM. According to UN, only 28% of the 

researchers are women, so hats off to all 
the warriors who are breaking stereotypes 

and shining on the horizon of the field of 
science and technology.

What would you be doing if you weren’t a 
scientist? If I wasn’t a chemist, I’d be a psychologist. 

In fact, I was all set to embark on my journey towards a 
Masters in Psychology. Then, I changed my mind and took 

Chemistry as a challenge.

What’s your favourite moment in the College year? It’s been 
just a few months since I joined Imperial, but I was the first one to 

flag my country on the world map at the International Postgraduate 
Welcome Event, which was a proud moment. 

If you could improve one thing at Imperial, what would it be? I would  
have to make Imperial greener.

What’s one thing about you that your Imperial colleagues and friends might 
be surprised to learn? I didn’t exactly know the difference between espresso, 

cappuccino and latte coffee before coming to UK. Now, thanks to the crisp  
winter, I’m addicted to all three.

What do you feel Imperial does well in relation to Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion? Diversity and gender equality are the best things about Imperial.  

The College warmly welcomes international students with a big heart. Being  
the UK’s most international university, Imperial has students from more  
than 100 countries and is open to everyone irrespective of gender and  
race. It feels so good to be part of Chemistry, the Athena Swan Gold  
Award-winning department.

Nudrat Mubarik
First Year PhD Student, Chemistry



Building 
networks is 

something that  
we could really  

work on. 

What do you enjoy most about 
your current role? I really enjoy 

working with people to develop static, 
sometimes old, content into something 

interactive and engaging for students.

What’s one thing about you that your Imperial 
colleagues and friends might be surprised to 

learn? I am really quite shy and anxious a lot of  
the time – the confident attitude is a front!

If you were the College Provost for a day, what one thing 
would you do to make Imperial more diverse and inclusive? 

Building networks is something that we could really work 
on. I would like to get everyone to try to work in a different 

department, so they can meet and talk to each other. There are so 
many opportunities for innovation if people talked more and shared 

ideas with colleagues outside their own departments.

What do you feel Imperial does well in relation to Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion? I think the general attitude that your background is irrelevant  

and that it’s your work that matters is great.

Katie Stripe
E-learning Technologist,  

National Heart & Lung Institute



 Dr Jess Wade
Postdoctoral Research Associate, Physics

Who inspires you? My mum, Dr Charlotte 
Feinmann, who is a consultant liaison psychiatrist 

at UCL and in general a kick-ass mother. Imperial 
is full of inspirational women, such as Professor  

Ji-Seon Kim who leads the nano-analysis research 
group; Professor Jenny Nelson, who wrote the go-to book 

on the physics of solar cells and Professor Lesley Cohen, 
who works to support academic women across College 

alongside her research into magnetic materials. If I become 
one-eighth of the physicists these women are, I’ll be happy. 

What would you be doing if you weren’t a scientist? Before I 
studied physics I went to art school for a year, so I might be an 

illustrator. I seem to spend most of my time talking about how much 
the country needs science teachers, so there is a chance I’d be causing 

chaos back at school in the science labs. I also love cooking, and part of 
me considers dropping everything to become an intern at the famous Noma 

restaurant in Copenhagen.

What was the last book you read? Inferior: How Science Got Women Wrong by 
Angela Saini, an Oxford-trained engineer with a phenomenal career in popular 

science writing. It is an incredible journey into the science and scientists behind 
the stereotypes we have about women, and the champions throughout history  

who fought for truth. 

If you were the College Provost for a day, what one thing would you do to make 
Imperial more diverse and inclusive? I would find ways to support students 
from all underrepresented backgrounds during their time at Imperial so that 
all graduates had the same opportunities for success. I feel that the current 
system fails them somehow and I think a more supportive community 
with mentors, career guidance and networks could make a difference.

I would find 
ways to support 

students from all 
underrepresented 

backgrounds during 
their time at Imperial  

so that all graduates  
had the same opportunities 

for success. 



Imperial 
understands  

that times are 
changing. 

What do you enjoy most about  
your current role? I really enjoy  

meeting new people and learning new 
things, which helps in understanding  

different perspectives. 

Who inspires you? Aside from my family,  
the actor and creator of The Mindy Project, 

Mindy Kaling. She is an intelligent, hard-working 
and incredibly funny woman. She creates characters 

that break with tradition and stereotypes, which is  
very refreshing! 

What would you do if you didn’t have to go to work 
tomorrow? I’d cosy up with a book or a box set and a cup of tea.

If you could give your younger self one piece of advice, what  
would it be? Be true to yourself. 

What do you feel Imperial does well in relation to Equality, Diversity  
and Inclusion? Imperial understands that times are changing and is making 

an attempt to listen, understand and make the College more inclusive.

Sheena Cardoso
Coordinator, Equality,  

Diversity & Inclusion Centre



Allison Hunter 
Technical Operations Manager,  

Department of Life Sciences

What was your first job? I was a Research 
Technician on a project studying a motor 

neurone disease model.

Do you have any hobbies? I like making 
fused glass pieces at art college. Being a senior 

technician means that I spend more time in meetings 
and on paperwork than in the lab, so glass fusion gets 

me back into making things and improvising. I enjoy 
the practical aspect of cutting glass into the design I have 

thought up then cooking it in a kiln.

If you could give your younger self one piece of advice, what 
would it be? Don’t rush in. Wait a little longer. 

What’s your favourite moment in the College year? I love the Imperial 
Festival. I helped out on a stall last year and found that the insightful 

questions and enthusiasm from the public, especially young children, 
gave me a fresh perspective.

If you were the College Provost for a day, what one thing would you do to 
make Imperial more diverse and inclusive? I would sit down and compile a 

list of problematic issues that many staff encounter, highlighting some common 
misunderstandings and a few helpful statements about how to avoid them. 

Sometimes our own biases and preconceptions can affect the relationships we 
have with colleagues, so taking time to think about things from someone else’s 

point of view could help make our community a more inclusive place. 

Where do you live, and what do you love about your neighbourhood? I live in 
Tooting and I love the abundance of the most fantastic curries you can find there.

I love the 
Imperial 

Festival. The 
insightful questions 

and the enthusiasm 
from the public give me 

a fresh perspective. 



Stuart Haylock
Final Year PhD Student, Chemical Biology

Who inspires you? The Dean of the Faculty 
of Natural Sciences, Professor Tom Welton, 

was the first openly gay academic that I had 
ever met and has been a great inspiration to me.  

I also really appreciate the work of people like David 
Attenborough for bringing science to a really popular 

position and raising awareness for our research.

What’s your favourite spot on campus? My PhD office is 
the best environment that I’ve found I can work in, it’s quiet 

with lots of light, and looks out onto the Queen’s Lawn at South 
Kensington. I have a network of intelligent people I can simply 

just turn around and ask questions of, which is extremely valuable 
when you come across a problem you can’t solve.

When I desperately need time to think I just go sit out on in Prince’s 
Gardens or Hyde Park. It’s nice to have a quick break from a computer 

screen from time to time so that you can think.

If you could improve one thing at Imperial, what would it be? PhD salaries can 
be difficult as they are lower than the London Living Wage; I have often found 

myself looking for teaching or demonstrating work just to be able to afford to live. 
Imperial is attempting to solve this problem, but obviously it will take some time.

What’s your favourite piece of music? I’m a big fan of video game orchestral 
scores, I’ve been to several performances of music from these games, which twin 
the emotive feeling of the music with the amazing orchestra. I’m also a huge 
musical nerd and am currently obsessed with the musical Dear Evan Hansen.

If you were the College Provost for a day, what one thing would you do 
to make Imperial more diverse and inclusive? I’d order some rainbow 
lab coats for lab work to make it easier for people to see that there are 
many LGBT academics around and bring it to the forefront of people’s 
minds. It would also show students and visitors that Imperial is a 
really diverse place, encouraging more people to be out and open 
about themselves.

I have a 
network of 

intelligent people 
I can ask questions 

of, which is extremely 
valuable when you 

come across a problem 
you can’t solve. 



Emelie Helsen
Student Development Manager, 

Imperial College Union

What’s your favourite spot on 
your campus? The Farmer’s Market 

at South Kensington on Tuesdays.  
I love the different dishes, flavours  

and seeing our community together.

Do you have any hobbies? I studied 
photography so I still love taking photographs. 

I also love travelling, spending time with my niece 
and nephew, exploring the London food scene and 

FaceTiming with my friends all over the world.

What do you enjoy most about your current role? I love  
being able to support and challenge students to become  

critical thinkers.

Where do you live, and what do you love about your 
neighbourhood? I live in Peckham. I love its hustle and bustle,  

the friendliness and the great sense of community.

If you were the College Provost for a day, what one thing would you do 
to make Imperial more diverse and inclusive? I would talk to students in 

different locations on each of the College’s campuses all day in order to find  
out about their lived experiences and to learn more about their aspirations  

and struggles, how they are getting on at Imperial and how their education  
is helping them in life.

I love 
supporting 

students to become 
critical thinkers. 



What do you love most about Imperial? As a community itself, 
Imperial has people from a whole array of diverse backgrounds 

meaning our netball club has ladies from all parts of the world.  
Our club has members from Nigeria, Germany, Sweden, UK, India, 

Dubai, Portugal, Netherlands, Hong Kong, Iraq, Sri Lanka, Kosovo  
and so many more! The community here at Imperial encourage us to 

make the most of their opportunities and make sure we are supported  
in our goals – especially with campaigns like #ImperialGirlsCan!

What’s one thing about you that your Imperial colleagues might be surprised 
to learn about you? It’s not just all about the sport for us ICSM Netball girls.  

Our club makes the most of the talents each of our members have to ensure  
we have a positive impact on our members and community. We run tutorials, 

educational peer-to-peer sessions and also volunteer as a club at local charities.

What does diversity mean to your club? We all know too well that it is easy to feel 
like you don’t quite fit in when you start somewhere new. That is why at the top of 

the priority list is the welfare of all and every member of the club! We ensure that  
we support the incoming Year 1 students and make them feel at home through  
our ‘mums and dads’ scheme, by hosting a dinner for the committee to meet 
all the Freshers, as well as organising a social for the second years to meet 
the first years! We really are an incredibly diverse bunch, and that is what 
makes it so much more special to be part of the ICSM Netball family.

Imperial College School 
of Medicine Netball Club 

(ICSM Netball)

When  
I came 

to Imperial 
I never 

imagined being 
part of such a 

diverse and loving 
club! As a first year 

seeing women from all 
different backgrounds 

lead the club gave me hope 
that one day, I could too. I’m 

extremely proud to say that I am 
the Club Captain of ICSM Netball 

Club as we really do represent 
women from all walks of life. 

Temi Olonisakin, Fifth year medical student 
and ICSM Netball Club Captain 2017–18.




